Motive Retail powers
the real-time data
integrations driving the
future of automotive
Fast, Simple, Connected.
Faster, Streamlined Integration Testing
In Q4 2020 Motive Retail released a new version of its proven integration certification suite, Motive
Integrator Certify. PBS Systems Inc., a provider of Dealership software and services, has been a
Motive Integrator user since 2015 and has certified over 30 projects across 7 different OEMs.

Better Tools. Clearer visibility. Dynamic integrations.
Motive Retail’s newly released product “Certify” on the Motive Integrator Suite accelerates integrations and helps
product management and development teams work more efficiently and independently. With enhanced program
management tooling and automated testing, DMS providers can bring higher quality, more complex OEM
integrations across the finish line faster.

Challenges
Integrations with OEM systems take coordination across multiple teams: product, project management,
development, testing, QA, etc. Being able to intuitively find all of the technical and business process info in
the specification and knowing how the team is progressing in their respective areas is critical for a
seamless integration process.

Solution
“It’s actually fun now to submit test cases,” says Tracy St. Amand, team lead at PBS, “Our developers love
automated tool systems. It’s not like handing in an essay to a teacher - we get instant verification that what
we’re doing is right.”

Results
24/7 Automatic Testing
Automatic testing is neatly organized in one place.
Developers can select the relevant integration from a
drop down of subscribed projects, perform relevant
tests, see results, and re-do them if needed. Test status
is color and icon coded, all in the same list.

Project Insights
Intuitive dashboards take the guesswork out of the
process. Users and managers know exactly where they
are and what needs to be done to complete the project.

Improved Performance
Motive Integrator’s upgraded engines deliver page loads
and test evaluations faster. Built- in OS redundancies make
the Suite more reliable, secure, and lead to 99%+ uptime.

Developers have 24/7 access to testing, and can submit
unlimited “practice” unit, or full use case tests.
Managers can log in to the Testing Toolkit and easily
see what tests have been performed, what’s failing,
what’s passing, and what’s left to complete the
certification process.

Easy Navigation
With more than 30 projects across 7 OEMs, PBS has a LOT
of content on Motive Integrator. Finding what you need has
been made simple by a clean, new navigation menu.

World Class Support
Having the ability to submit questions within the Suite and
get quick, accurate responses streamlines developer
work and accelerates completion of projects.

Certify cuts down on work time between
coding and testing and has increased our
velocity by enabling our team to work
more efficiently.”

Jennie Campbell
Director of Product and Solutions

IT’S TIME TO TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS.
LEARN HOW MOTIVE RETAIL CAN HELP.

Motive Retail helps integrate
dealer systems in the fastest,
easiest, most secure and
compliant way possible.
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